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The world is on a journey of transformation wherein life is continuously struggling with
technological changes that is making life more comfortable with convenience and facilities.
Technology is also working towards the life to become aware of the health needs and
requirements.
But in all these journey the Human Consciousness is missed, leaving one more lost and isolated
even being with family. The compassion, love, need to be accepted and wanted is something
every human is searching for at multiple levels of consciousness. Humans have slowly lost the
connection with the humanity within themself as they are struggling with the life around them.
This is a moment of time that is ours. Lets create a more Consciously Aware Planet than what we
have received. This is a journey of humans that includes life around be it environment, education,
love, affection, care, economy, depth and working on all the dimensions. It is a journey of being
more deeper within realm of consciousness, compassion with clarity and purpose of being
awareness at all moments of time and space.
We have been working on raising the consciousness of 5 million people and to help create a
turning point on this planet—a world where people are in tune with their inner-selves, living
healthy and creative lives and are no longer swayed by religious dogma or politics.  The purpose
is to bring the state of righteousness (dharma) back again in current state of political turmoil and
selfishly motivated people.  We believe the truth can be known and realised through guided and
workable ways. thousands have benefited from the process of initiation and thus we are giving
the way of learning the path . Share them with your friends and family and together we'll touch
and transform 5 million lives 
We look forward to you supporting this movement and to seeing that this mission will reach its
peak in this generation. Let’s make it Happen.
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In the Ancient tradition, adepts have identified 12 paths that a seeker may take to attain Liberation. Sri AMaRa ji
explains " There are only 12 dimensions of life that work on Body, Mind, Emotion, Energy, Spirit and Soul that connects
one to Consciousness. The working on each level matters more deeply for one to gain access on the path one so desires
as per freewill". As a spiritual Master Sri AMaRa ji guides seeker on all the path depending on the energy, expansion and
dimension of the individual seeker.

Bringing awareness of Conscious with Science through empirical research and analytical thinking with interpersonal
abilities. It enhances problem solving, communication, and emotional intelligence. Bridging this gap ensures a holistic
approach to professional and personal development, fostering well rounded individuals capable of combining technical
expertise with effective collaboration and adaptability.
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Sri AMaRa ji [ Sri Adi Maitreya Rudrabhayananda ji] born as R.Venugopalan is

qualified Naturopath, Acupuncturist, Marmani, Alternative Therapist, Yoga Guru.

An author, poet, and visionary having come from the ancient lineage of Avasi Adva

[Krï Alila Takn] works on layers of Consciousness and allows one to transcend

beyond the realm of limitation. Named one of India's 100 most influential people.  

He has been called Sri Rudra ji, Sri Abhayananda ji,  Sri Maitreya ji, Sri AdiMa

ji and Sri AMaRa ji.  His work has touched the lives of millions worldwide through

his transformational programs. Sri AMaRa ji has a unique ability to make the

ancient sciences relevant to contemporary minds, acting as a bridge to the deeper

dimensions of life. His approach does not ascribe to any belief system, but offers

methods for self-transformation that are both proven and powerful. 

FIND ME 
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Website : 

Social Handle:
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Sri AMaRa j i
ABOUT



Tuning the mind to connect to the layers of the

Consciousness involves intentional strategies to

enhance mental toughness. Prioritize self care

embrace challenges as learning opportunites and

cultivate a positive mindset. Engage in Mind

Awareness activity, establishing a support system and

adapt to setbacks. This approach fosters resilience,

enabling individuals to bounce back stronger from

adversity.

On 23rd March 1996, Sri AMaRa ji established a Pillar

of light at Nilakantha Parvat, Uttarakhand. It is a

powerful energy pillar form  that has been approved

by the Siddha's and Yogi's. It is a pillar of energy that

opens the space and doorway of self awakening. It is a

live process of consecration for humanity to expand

and work upon

Being deeply involved in all aspects of the Human

Conscious Condition, Sri AMaRa ji has had many

fascinating discussions with medical professionals,

pyschotherapists, scientists and holistic healers that

helps one to gain experience on the subjective and

objective sciences.

 

Transform your Life
through Deep Connection  
with you by you Within
you in the most wonderful
manner
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TRANSFORM LIFE WITH THE WRITINGS OF 

Sri AMaRa ji is a Award Winning best selling author with His
books Soul Searchers- The Hidden Mysteries of Kundalini, Soul
Searchers- The Art of Breathing, Soul Searchers The Healing
Powers of Pyramid, making it to the bestseller list in several
categories.
Browse through our bookshelf for The Big List of Books by Sri
AMaRa ji [Sri Adi Maitreya Rudrabhayananda ji] on
Spirituality, Life and more
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Sri AMaRa ji’s Books



Soul Searchers, founded by Sri AMaRa ji[ Sri Adi

Maitreya Rudrabhayananda ji], is a non-profit, non-

religious, volunteer-run organization. It was founded in

1996 with a vision to raise consciousness of the

masses through deep spiritual programs for individual

transformation.

Soul Searchers is dedicated to the working and

expansion of the human consciousness through giving

them the needed support and working with them to

alleviate their problems and issues and providing them

a way for transforming their life for a higher cause.

At its core it Raal Spandana a powerful, ancient

method for connecting to deepest levels of

consciousness for a modern person to deepen their

experience of life, and reach their ultimate potential.

SOUL SEARCHERS

Soul Searchers has been implementing projects
like Akshara Prakalp Project, Annapragya Project,
Isapragyacitta project to revitalize the human
spirit by working on the concepts of re-establishing 
the inner core values for a socio-economic growht
and social outreach programs.
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Soul Searchers



By attuning oneself to consciousness at each

moment in time and space, one acquires

profound insights into the realm of energy.

This transformative understanding, in turn,

brings about a profound shift in one's internal

state, leading to an awakened state.

In this awakened state, the journey of Raal

Spandana commences. Raal Spandana serves

to enhance one's breath, broaden the

connection with consciousness, and tap into its

core energy. This process facilitates a

continuous and profound path of reigniting the

internal flame, enabling individuals to lead

lives imbued with heightened conscious

awareness.
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Rediscover your best self by cultivating balance and

resilience. Be ready to prioritize self-reflection and

deep self care to foster body, mind emotional well-

being. The challenges shall become opportunities for

growth, balancing the personal, professional and

inner quest in right manner. 

Raal Spandana



Enrol now for a transformative journey to know,
understand, connect, and grow on the path of

strengthening and adapting to life in the most vibrant
manner. Cultivate the skills in Mind Awareness, Deepening
your own Self and creating a Mind Mapping for a life that is

worth aspiring for. 

JOIN OUR WHATSAPP
CHANNEL FOR

REGULAR UPDATES
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https://whatsapp.com/channel/0029VaDjL8NEawdv89VsUs0j
https://whatsapp.com/channel/0029VaDjL8NEawdv89VsUs0j
https://whatsapp.com/channel/0029VaDjL8NEawdv89VsUs0j

